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hierarchies of rate equations for probabilities of connected and singly, doubly, etc., disconnected empty
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Cluster-size distributions for irreversible cooperative filling of lattices.
I. Exact one-dimensional results for coalescing clusters
R. S. Nord, D. K. Hoffman, and J. W. Evans*
Ames Laboratory and Department of Chemistry, Iowa State Uniuersity, Ames, Iowa 50011
(Received 3 December 1984)
We consider processes where the sites of an infinite, uniform lattice are filled irreversibly and
cooperatively, with the rate of adsorption at a site depending on the state of its 'nearest neighbors
(only). The asymmetry between empty and filled sites, associated with irreversibility, leads one to
consider the closed infinite coupled hierarchies of rate equations for probabilities of connected and
singly, doubly, etc. , disconnected empty subconfigurations and results in an empty-site-shielding
property. The latter allows exact solutions, via truncation, of these equations in one dimension and
is used here to determine probabilities of filled s-tuples, f, (f~ =0 is the coverage), and thus of clus-
ters of exactly s filled srtes, n, =f, 2f, +&+f—, +2 for s & 13 and 11, respectively. When all rates are
nonzero so that clusters can coalesce, the f, and n, distributions decay exponentially as s~ oo, and
we can accurately estimate the asymptotic decay rate A, (8)= lim, „f,+, /f, = lim, „n,+&In„
where 0=iI(0) (A, (0) (A, (1)= 1. Divergent behavior of the average cluster size, as 6I~1, is also con-
sidered. In addition, we develop a novel technique to determine directly the asymptotic decay rate
A, {0) and indicate its extension to higher-dimensional irreversible cooperative filling (and to other
dynamic processes on lattices).
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider processes where "filling" events occur irrever-
sibly and, in general, cooperatively at a lattice of localized
sites. ' These have numerous important applications to the
description of (polymer analogous) reaction of small mole-
cules at the sites along a polymer chain and related in-
tramolecular (e.g. , cyclization) reactions ' [one-
dimensional (1D) lattices], immobile chemisorption and
reaction between attached groups on surfaces [two-
dimensional (2D) lattices], and localized reactions in crys-
talline solids [three-dimensional (3D) lattices]. In every
case the characteristics of the "filled" cluster-size distri-
bution are of basic interest.
The special case in which single sites fill randomly
(having trivial local statistics) has been analyzed exten-
sively within the context of the random site percolation
problem. For random dimer filling of nearest-neighbor
(NN) sites on a 1D lattice (first analyzed by Flory in the
context of a polymer cyclization reaction), some informa-
tion on the filled cluster-size distribution is available from
combinatorial analyses and simulations. Filling of single
sites on a 10 lattice, with NN cooperative effects, is the
prototypical model for cooperative polymer analogous re-
actions. ' Characterization of the site-type statistics of
the resulting copolymer is of primary importance, ' howev-
er, only limited exact results have been presented for the
filled cluster-size distributions. ' A clear indication of
the need for application of 20 irreversible filling models
to chemisorption comes from the observation that, in
several systems, small islands of presumably immobile,
adsorbed species are formed (rather than one large island,
as dictated by energetic considerations alone). " There is
also direct evidence of negligible surface diffusion rates in
these systems. More generally, irreversible cooperative
filling provides a very natural extension of percolation
analysis from random to correlated distributions and, in
fact, often constitutes a physically more realistic model.
Henceforth we shall concentrate on a basic class of
cooperative processes where the sites of a lattice fill,
0~a, irreversibly with adsorption rates. k;, depending
only on the number i =0, 1, . . . , z of filled NN sites (z is
the lattice coordination number). The final (stationary)
state is not in equilibrium (and nontrivial if the lattice
cannot fill completely) since the irreversible, immobile fil-
ling incorporates no equilibration mechanism.
Several avenues of investigation are available here.
Analysis of Markov processes corresponding to the time
evolution of such "infinite-particle systems" is being ac-
tively pursued using the abstract machinery of mathemat-
ical probability theory. ' ' Existence of the dynamics
and fundamental characteristics of the process are con-
sidered here. One immediate result, expected intuitively,
is that probabilities for filled subconfigurations in the
above filling process should be bounded below and above
(at each time t) by the corresponding trivial quantities for
random filling at rates kt ——min;k; and k„= max;k;,
respectively. This result, and its rigorous verification via
"coupling methods, " was pointed out by Liggett. ' To il-
lustrate its usefulness, we note that the probability f(, ) of
any set Is] of s filled sites satisfies [1—exp( —tki)]'
&f(, ) & [1—exp( —tk„)]', suggesting large s exponential
decay of f, . Liggett' also notes that for 1D filling where
kp & k, & k2, if f, refers to s consecutive filled sites, then
a theorem of Harris' implies that f,+, &f,f„so
A, = lim, ( —lnf, Is) exists and is nonzero (when t &0)
if kp&O.
We emphasize that these irreversible filling models in-
corporate a complicated competition between irreversible
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birth and growth of clusters (nucleation can occur at any
time during the process). In the regime where
0&ko «k;, i ) 1, the nucleation centers are, on average,
well separated. Thus for 20 or 3D it is natural to analyze
the structure of individual clusters. Mathematical proba-
bility theory has already provided some powerful tech-
niques to demonstrate the existence of a large-size asymp-
totic shape for clusters in a class of stochastic (single)
cluster-growth models. ' ' These techniques and
behavior should apply to the filling processes studied here,
and we note, in particular, that when the k;, i ) 1, are
equal, these individual clusters have (asymptotically
round) Eden structure. ' This cluster structure should be
contrasted with the fractal-like behavior seen in Witten-
Sander, Meakin-Witten, ' etc. , growth models (based on
diffusive hopping and sticking mechanisms). In analysis
of competitive cluster birth and growth, e.g. , of the
cluster-size distribution, comparison should be made with
cluster-duster aggregation models also based on hopping
and sticking mechanisms.
Our goal, here, is the exact quantitative determination
of the probabilities f, of s-tuples of consecutive filled sites
in the 1D filling problem for arbitrary rates and a range
of s up to the asymptotic regime. This will provide esti-
mates of the asymptotic exponential decay rate A, . (More
direct methods for determination of A, are also of interest. )
For this reason an alternative approach, exploiting certain
special features of irreversible filling, is adopted. We
describe these processes (for 1D, 2D, or 3D) using a set of
master equations with the rates k; as input. Since we deal
only with infinite, uniform lattices here, it is convenient to
recast these as an infinite hierarchy of rate equations for
subconfiguration probabilities. These can be written down
intuitively and include loss terms, corresponding to filling
of each empty site in the subconfiguration, and gain
terms, corresponding to creation of the subconfiguration
by filling of appropriate sites in subconfigurations with
one less filled site. For each case, we must account for all
allowed configurations of the influencing, neighboring
sites and multiply by the appropriate rates. ' Throughout,f[o] will denote the probability of a subconfiguration of
sites o, each specified either empty o or filled a. Here we
assume that the lattice is initially empty, and note that
time evolution via the hierarchial equations preserves in-
variance of subconfiguration probabilities under all lattice
space-group operations (including translation and reflec-
tion).
There are severa1 special features of the hierarchy asso-
ciated with irreversibility and the corresponding asym-
metry between empty and filled sites. A closed subhierar-
chy can be obtained for very general (e.g., reversible)
dynamical processes on lattices for probabilities of empty
subconfigurations (by conservation of probability). How-
ever, for irreversible filling, there is a "minimal closed"
subhierarchy involving just connected empty subconfigu-
rations. Probabilities for disconnected empty subconfigu-
rations couple to those with the same or shorter
separation(s) and thus indirectly back to those for less
disconnected and connected empty subconfigurations. '
One can also show that walls of empty sites of thickness
two, that separate the lattice into disconnected regions,
shield sites on one side from the influence of those on the
other. ' For a 10 lattice, these observations lead to exact
solution of the hierarchy (as described below). However,
in higher dimensions exact solution is only possible for
random filling, k; =k for all i (trivially), and "almost ran-
dom" filling, k; =k for i &z, k, &k.
The 1D version of this process was first treated in the
early 1960s, where it was recognized that the minimal
closed hierarchy involves only f[o„], probabilities for
empty n-tuples, o„. " Exact solution followed from the
observation that f[o„]=f[oo]q" for n )2, where
koq:—e, which is, of course, a consequence of the shield-
ing property of an adjacent pair of empty sites. ' '2 '
Plate et al 'we.re the first to describe the method of exact
determination of more general quantities such as spatial
correlations, probabilities f, =f[a, ] of—filled s-tuples, a,
(i.e., "pair connectivities" in a percolation-model descrip-
tion ), and filled cluster probabilities, n, =f[oa,o ]-
f, 2fs+&—+fs—+2 (i.e., n, =b f„where bm, =m, +&
—m, ). They determined n, for s = 1, 2, and 3 only
(which provided no insight into asymptotic behavior) and
compared values with simulations. ' We have recently
presented a detailed quantitative analysis of the behavior
of spatial correlations including their large-separation
asymptotic decay. The observed superexponential
asymptotic decay is characteristic of a larger class of
infinite-particle systems.
In Sec. II, we briefly review the hierarchial structure
and solution for monomer filling with NN cooperative ef-
fects on an infinite, uniform 10 lattice. Comparison is
made of the exact equations solved here with correspond-
ing approximate Smoluchowski-type equations. Such
equations, which ignore cluster-cluster corre1ations, are
often used to model coagulation processes. Exact results
for filled s-tuple, f„and filled cluster, n„size distribu-
tions for s & 13 and 11, respectively, are presented in Sec.
III (obtained from simultaneous integration of hundreds
of exactly truncated coupled equations). We show that
the average cluster size without site weighting can be ob-
tained directly, but not the variance or average size with
site weighting (for which results are also presented). In
Sec. IV, we present a novel new approach for extracting
directly from the (suitably recast) hierarchial equations,
quantities of prime interest pertaining to the asymptotics
of the cluster-size distribution (here, the asymptotic ex-
ponential decay rate). The extension of this powerful ap-
proach to higher-dimensional filling processes (and even
to other models) is indicated. Some conclusions are
drawn and extensions discussed in Sec. V. Specifically,
we give some results for the more complicated 1D mono-
mer filling process with NN blocking and second-NN
cooperative effects (where domain boundaries occur, just
as in many 2D chemisorption systems).
II. HIERARCHIAL STRUCTURE AND SOLUTION
FOR MONOMER FILLING OF AN INFINITE
UNIFORM 1D LATTICE WITH NN COOPERATIVE
EFFECTS
As indicated in the Introduction, the procedure for ex-
act solution of this model reflects the special structure of
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the hierarchy associated with irreversibility and the corre-
sponding asymmetry of empty and filled sites. Since only
empty sites shield, our truncation procedure operates
directly on the closed subhierarchies for connected, singly
disconnected, etc. , empty subconfigurations. Such impor-
tant quantities as the filled s-tuple probabilities, f„cannot
be obtained directly, but must be reconstructed from emp-
ty subconfiguration probabilities. Except for f& =—f[a]
—:1 —f[o] and fz =—f[aa]= 1 2ffo]—+f[oo], discon-
nected empty subconfiguration probabilities are required.
For example, using reflection symmetry, one has
=kerf [o]+2(k& —kz)f [oo]
+(ko —2kl +kz)f [ooo], (2.1a)
f[o„]=(n —2)kof [o„]ddt
+2(kof [o„+~]+k If[ao„])
=[(n —2)k +2k, ]f[o„]
+2(k, —k, )f[o„+,] for n &2. (2.1b)
A closed set of equations can similarly be obtained for
J Jf[o~ o„],for various j,m—,n (where —denotes j separat-
ing sites of unspecified occupancy). These f's couple
through their rate equations to f's for subconfigurations
with additional empty sites adjacent to the empty clusters
(i.e., to f's in this class with separations j and j—1 and
thus, indirectly, to the f[o„]). More generally, multiply
disconnected empty subconfigurations couple to f's for
subconfigurations with additional empty sites adjacent to
these empty clusters (and thus, indirectly, back to less
disconnected, and connected, empty subconfigurations).
The shielding property of adjacent pairs of empty sites
(used to solve these hierarchies) is best expressed
mathematically in terms of the conditional probabilities
q[oo ']=ffa+o'j jffo'] of (conditioned) cr giuen (condi-
tioning) o'. Empty (filled) conditioning sites o ( a ) will be
denoted by P (a) for typographic convenience. For exam-
ple, if P„denotes an empty n-tuple of conditioning sites,
then one has that q[oP„~ —. ]=—q[oPP] for n &2,j,m, . . . &0, and that q[oppj (—=q, say)—:e which is
compatible with (2.1b). Thus one obtains
f[aaaaa] =—1 —5f[o]+4f[oo]+3f[o o]+2f[-o o]—
+f[o—o]—3f-[ooo] 4f[oo o—]-
f[o o o—] 2f-[o-o o—]+2f[o—ooo )
+2f [ooo o]+f[oo -oo ] f-[ooooo ]—,
where a hyphen denotes a single site of unspecified state.
Since the procedure for obtaining exact solutions via
hierarchy truncation is described in detail in Refs. 3, 10,
and 28, we only outline the basic ideas here. Probabilities
for empty n-tuples satisfy the minimal closed subhierar-
ch 1,18, 19
d
dt f[o]=kof [ooo]+2k~f[aoo]+kerf [aoa]
f[o„]=q[o0„~]ffo„~)
=q" f[oo] for n &2, (2.2a)
d, f, = d, f[a, )
=kz g f[a oaJ]
I+J=s —1
i,j )1
+2(k~f fooa, ~]+k~f[aoa, I]) for s &2,
(2.3)
n, = f[oa,o]ddt ' dt
=2klf[ooa, Io]+kq g f[oa;oaJo]i+J=s —1
i j &1
2(kIf[ooa,o]+kerf—[aoa,o]) for s & 2,
(2.4)
and note that the loss term in (2.4) can be rewritten using
the identity
f[aoa,o]=ff oaoa, o]+f[aaoa, o]
=f[oaoa,o]+f[oaaoa, o]+f[aaaoa, o]
oa;oa, o
i=1
(2.5)
One naturally compares (2.4) and (2.5) with simpler
Smoluchowski-type coagulation equations which also
have a gain term, corresponding to formation of a cluster
of size s from coagulation of two smaller ones of sizes i
f[o, o j=q[o4 -i 0 ]f[o, I o—]
J
=q" f[oo w]—for n &2 (2.2b)
(further reduction is possible if m & 2), thus provid-
ing finite closed sets of equations for q, f[oo], f[o],
f[oo wo j,f—fooo], and f[o o].' '—Clearly, shielding
further implies that the probability of any disconnected
empty subconfiguration can be written in terms of q,
I mf[oo], and probabilities of the type f[o o o- —-
o—o.'] where cr, o'=o or oo. All of these can be ob-
tained by integrating a finite closed coupled set of equa-
tions.
In Sec. III we present exact results for f„with s (13,
and thus for n„with s (11. These have been obtained
from the simultaneous integration of hundreds of exactly
truncated equations for connected and disconnected empty
subconfiguration probabilities of the type described above.
It should be realized that for the filling processes con-
sidered here, one can immediately write down an exact
rate equation for any subconfiguration probability (though
our exact truncation procedure has naturally led to em-
phasis on the empty subconfigurations above). For exam-
ple, we have that
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and j where i+j=s (rather than s —1 as above), and a
loss term, corresponding to destruction of a cluster of size
s by coagulation with any other cluster. However, in the
Smoluchowski equations these terms appear as sums of
products of appropriately sized cluster probabilities, in
contrast to (2.4) and (2.5) where cluster-cluster correla-
tions are clearly accounted for. Such correlations are, of
course, incorporated in our exact solutions.
A closer correspondence with the coagulation equations
is achieved if one makes the so-called B approxima-
tion' ' ' (assume independence of lengths of consecutive
blocks of filled and empty sites), in which case q [era o cr ']
is replaced by q[cra o], and q[o.o a o '] by q[oo a]. Then
(2.4) becomes
d 2f[aoa]
n, = 2k]npng]+k2/njnjdt ' (f[oa])1 i+j=s —1
0, 8-
0 ~ 7-
0, 6
0 ~ 5-
0.4-
1.2 P=1/2
1.0
— T1
0.9-
0 ~ 997
0. 899
0, 801
0.702
' 0, 602
0.502
0.402
0.302
--———0 202
0, 984
0, 901
0, 999
0.898
. 998
. 901
. 803
, 704
. 604
, 505
. 405
.305-
. 205
k]np+k2 g n; n (2.6) 0, 8
0.6
0, 4-
0803--
0.704
0, 596
0, 497
0.801
0.703
0.597
where we have defined n p =f[oa]f[—ooa]lf [aoa] and
used (2.5) in writing the loss term. These approximate
equations, with the replacement g, ]n;=f[oa], have
been shown to give reasonable results for s = 1, 2, and 3.10
0, 2
0 1 3
0.399
---- 0 300
0 200
'0
' 101
5 7 9 11 13
0,501
0 395
p
.
::-:::
—:P,101 p, 2pp587911
III. DETAILED CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
FILLED CLUSTER-SIZE DISTRIBUTION FIG. 1. Ratios f,+] /f, ( —-) and n, +] /n, (—) as functions
of s (for various 0, shown), for filling with NN cooperative ef-
1 1fects with rates k0.k1.k2 —1:p:p and p= 6, T, 2, and 6.
Fig. 3), one concludes that the f, (and thus the n, ) exhibit
asymptotic (large s) exponential decay. Consequently,
one can write
f, -C(8)A.(8)' ' and n, -C(8)[ 1 —A, (8)] A, (8)'
as s ~ co , (3.2)
0, 903
~ 796
0, 5-,697
597
498
0.653
0, 9
0, 6
0, 7
3980 ~ 8-0 0, 605
298
0, 3-0.7-
198
0, 2
0
~
6-
0 ' 503
0.10.5- 97 0
~
402
I I
3 4 5 682 3 4 5 6 7S 7 81 2f, =~(8)'+ 1+ " 8.q[aa„ (3.1)
In this section we present detailed results for the filled
s-tuple and cluster-size distributions for 10 monomer fil-
ling with NN cooperative effects. In Fig. 1 we have
displayed f, +] If, and n, +] In, as functions of s (for
various 8), for the choice of rates kp. k] ..k2 —1:p:p, w]tll
p=6, 2, —,, and —,. The more extreme cases p =20 and —„1 1 1
are shown in Fig. 2. Other choices of nonzero rates pro-
duce similar results. It is clear that, for each 8, f,+] If,
approaches a constant, A,(8) say, as s —+ac, where A, (8)
ranges between zero and unity. (In fact, f, +] If, is very
nearly constant, as a function of s, for moderate coopera-
tivity. ) Results presented below show that k(8)-p8, as
8—+0, and that 1 —A, (8) is asymptotically proportional to
1 —8, as 8~1. Since the n,:b, f, are second-order fin—ite
differences of the f„ it follows that also n, +] In, ~k(8),
as s —+ ~, but that n, +~ /n, is more sensitive to low s de-
viations than f, +] If, [particularly when 8, and thus
A,(8), is close to unity]. Since, in both cases, the conver-
gence to asymptotic behavior is quite rapid, we can give
accurate quantitative estimates of f, and n, for a large
range of s.
Noting that f, +] If,:—q[aa, ], where a, denotes a
filled s-tuple of conditioning sites, and suggestively denot-
ing A, (8) by q[aa ], one has
r
Since numerical results indicate that the series
] (q [aa; ]—q [aa ] ) is absolutely convergent (see
FIG. 2. Ratios f,+] If, (-—) and n, +] In, (—) (for various 8,
shown), for filling with NN cooperative effects with
1ko..k1..k2 —1:p:p and p= 20 and 20.
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FI&. 3. Quantities (a) s
~
q[aa, ]—q[aa ] ~, (b)
s
~
q[aa, ]—q[aa, &] ~, and (c) s
~
q[aaa, ]—q[aaa, , ]
~
as
1functions of s for ko.k&.k2 —1:p:p with p= 2 (curves 1—5 cor-
respond to 8=0.2004, 0.4971, 0.7041, 0.8999, and 0.9834,
respectively) and p=2 (curves 1—6 correspond to 0=0.2023,
0.5020, 0.7014, 0.8992, 0.9973, and 0.99997, respectively).
where an infinite product expression for the function
C(8) can be obtained from (3.1). We note that monotonic
decrease of the f, and n, distributions is guaranteed by
(3.2) for large s, since A.(8)( 1, and is only violated in the
low p and s regime.
One nontrivial quantity, characteristic of the cluster-
size distribution, which can be calculated immediately
after solving the minimal closed hierarchy (2.1), is the
average cluster size (without site weighting) n,„,given by
n = sn~
s=1 s=1
n, . (3.3)
)
Using the identity n, —=5 f„one can readily show that
(cf. Ref. 27)
n, =
— oa =— o — oo
s=1
and g sn, —=8,
s=1
(3.4)
where f[oa ]—=f[ao ] gives the fraction of sites corre-
sponding to left (or right) ends of filled clusters, i.e., the
cluster density. The identities (3.3) and (3.4) are obvious y
valid for any site occupancy statistics.
In Fig. 4 we have displayed n„:—8/f [oa], as a func-
tion of 8, obtained from solution of (2.1) for a choice of
rates ko.k&.k2 —1:p:p, with various p. For p=1, it fol-
lows trivially from (3.3) and (3.4) that n,„=(1—8)
The p~O+ limit deserves special comment. It has been
r cognized previously that, here, filling occurs in three
stages, of sites with zero, one, and then two already fil ed
NN, respectively, so (d /d 8)f[oo ] is piecewise constant
FIG. 4. Average island size (without site weighting),
n„:8/f [ao], a—s a function of coverage 8, for filling with NN
cooperative effects with ko.k~.k2 —1:p:p (and various p,2
shown).
with values —2, —1, and 0, since two, one, then zero
empty pairs are destroyed for each site filled, respective-
ly. ' [The stages end at coverages (1—e ) /2,(1+e )/2, and 1, respectively. ] Thus in the first stage,
one has f[oo]=1—28, so f[oa]=8 and n» —1, which is
obvious since all filled sites are isolated. In the second
stage where (d /d 8)f[oo ]= —1, f[oa ] is constant (obvi-
ously) with value 8:—(1—e )/2, so n„—=8/8*. In the
last stage one has f[oo]:—0, so n,„=B/(1—8). It is also
physically cle'ar that n„—+ ~, as p —+ oo, for fixed 0, since
the p~ oo limit can be thought of as a single island grow-
ing (which thus has infinite size at any nonzero coverage).
Although the percolation threshold 0=0, is always
trivially unity in 1D, the nature of the divergence of n„,
as 0—+0„depends nontrivially on the cooperativity and is
of particular interest here. Specifically, we wish to deter-
mine the critical exponent, v, and coefficient, 2, in the re-
lation
n,„-A(8,—8) as 8—+8, . (3 5)
f[o]—:1 —B=q 'G(q),
where
First, note that iff[oo] goes to zero faster than f[o], thenf[oa]-f[o]=1—8, as 8~8„and thus we have A =1
and v=1. This is trivially the case for random filling
where f[oo]=f [o], so n,„—:(8, —8) '. Furthermore,
since we neuer have f[oo]-f[o], as 8~8„ it always fol-
lows that v=1.
Explicit determination of both 3 and v is easily
achieved after expressing the solutions of (2.1) in terms of
ko 26
q =e and the reduced rates p; =k; /ko as
f[oo] =q ' exp[2(1 —p, )(q —1)]
(3.6)
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G(q)=1+ f'du exp[2(1 —p, )(u —1)][2(p,—p2)u ' ' +(1—Zpi+p2)u ' ]
1
~G(0), a finite constant, if Zp~ )p2
2(p) —1)
—p,e lnq if Zp, =p,
2 —2P2 P1 2(p& —1) 2p& —p2e ' g If 2P1&p2,
p2 —2p (3.7)
n„—1/f[oa]-(8, —8) '-e 'e '/k2t
as 8 +8, (t~ oo —) for Zp& —p2 . (3.9)
However, since f[oo]—[(pz —Zp~)/(Zp2 —Zp&)]f [o] when
2P1&p2, one has that
2P2 —2P1 (8, —0)
P2 2P1 2(1—p) ) 2k) t'e
P2
as 8~8,(t~ oo ) for Zp& &pz . (3.10)
Thus, in contrast to the critical exponent, -for 2P1&p2 the
proportionality constant 3 differs from its random filling
(or percolation) value of unity. The growth of the average
cluster size is exponential in time, for large t, with ex-
ponent k2 for Zp»pz (coalescence of clusters is the
growth limiting step) and k~ for Zp& &p2 (addition to clus-
ters is the growth limiting step). As we shall sometimes
use the choice of rates ko.k~.k2 —1:p:p (p~ —pq —p),
we note that 2P1 &p2 corresponds to p )2.)
Finally, in this section we consider the behavior of the
site-weighted average cluster size
when q~o (i.e., t~ao or 8~8, =1). From these results,
it follows immediately that
n,„—1/f [oa]-(0,—8) '-e ' /G(0)
as 0~8,(t~ oo) for Zp~ &pz, (3.8)
and
where 5(0)= g,",[f,+& —A(8)f, ]=g, & f, (q[ aa, ]
—q[aa„]). It follows that
~
&(0)
~
( g,"=i I q[u~s]
—q[t2a ] ~, which our calculations indicate is rapidly
convergent (see Fig. 3). Each term approaches zero as
8~1, and if we reasonably assume that 5(0)~0, as 0~1,
then one has
s,„—g s n, -2[1—A.(8)] ' as 0~8, =1 . (3.15)
s=1
In Fig. 5 we have plotted the standard deviation of the
cluster-size distribution in units of the average cluster size
(both without site weighting), i.e.,
1/2 1/2o
~
2 0 (f[og]) (3 16)
n,„,, ' f[oa] 0
as a function of 8. Since it appears that o/n, „~1,as
8~1, we conclude from (3.16) that
s,„—g s n, -2/f [oa] Zn, „--ZA(8, —0)
s=1
as 0~0, =1, (3.17)
which, using (3.15), implies that (cf. Fig. 6 in Sec. IV)
1 A,(0)-f[oa—]-A '(8, —8) as 0 8, =1 . (3.18)
Finally, we note that for random filling, p = 1, one has
immediately from (3.13) and (3.14) that
,
s n, =B(1+8)(1—8) . ' and so, together with
g,",sn, =0 and g, , n, =8(1 —0), one concludes that
n,„=(l—8) ', s,„—:(1+8)(1—8) ' (see Ref. 27), and
g1/2
2
Sav = S ns
s=1
sn,
$=1
(3.1 1)
and of the variance of the cluster-size distribution
(without site weighting)
0.8
0, 6
02 S2 n2 n $n, .
s=1
(3.12) 0. 4
0.2
The main complication here is that both quantities in-
volve the nontrivial sum 0.2 0, 4 e
0, 6 0, 8
g s'n, =8+2 g f,+, .
s=1 s=1
(3.13)
g f, +)—[k(0)8+5(0)]/[1—A,(8)],$=1 (3.14)
For numerical estimates of (3.13), it is convenient to use
the identity
FIG. 5. Standard deviation of the cluster-size distribution in
units of the average cluster size (both without site weighting),
a/n„, as a function of 0, for filling with NN cooperative effects
with ko.k~.k2 —1:p:p (and various p, shown). Dotted lines, in
the high-0 regime, indicate presumed spurious behavior of the
numerical integration for p=6 and 10 (the top line is for p= 10)
and reasonable extrapolation for p= —,'0 (excessive computer
time limits integration here).
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d
dt lnf, +~
—2(k~q[oga, ]+k2q[aga, ])q[oa, ]/q[aa, ]
I(q[a,aa, ])-'—1] . (4.2)
lnq[a a, ]= lnf, + ~ — lnf, , (4.1)
where, after some straightforward manipulation using
(2.3), one has
It is desirable to understand those st'ructural features of
the hierarchial equations which guarantee that
f, +& Ifs, n, +, In, ~k, (8), as s —+oo, and to develop a
technique for analyzing such quantities as A.(8) more
directly. The strategy adopted here, which achieves these
goals, involves deriving equations satisfied directly by
A,(8) and related quantities, by taking appropriate limits
of the (suitably recast) hierarchy equations.
Here we naturally start by considering the equation for
q[aa, ] conveniently expressed in the form
i+j =s
i,j &1
On letting s —+ oo, one
=—lim, q[aa, ]=—q[aa„]
obtains for A, (8)
dt lnq[aa ]=k2 I (q[a aa ])
'
—l I, (43)
where we have assumed that various limits exist, includ-
ing q[a aa„]= lim; J q[a;aaj ], and that, for i +j
=s and i &j, one has q[a;aaj] —q[a;aa~ &]=o(1/s), as
s —+ oo (see Fig. 3). Calculations below support the validi-
ty of (4.3) and, thus, of these assumptions. One can check
that, for random filling where q[aa„]=q[a„aa ]=8,
(4.3) has the required solution 8=1—e '. In general,
one must continue to derive an equation for q[a aa ]
by considering lim; J (dldt) 1nq[a;aalu]. One thus ob-
tains (after invoking appropriate assumptions regarding
- existence of, and appropriate convergence to, certain lim-
its)
dt lnq[a aa ]=k2I3(q[a aa ])
'
—5+2q[a aa„]I—2k&[(q[a„a-a„]) ' —2+q[a aa ]I
+2k2 g I(q[a aa ]) ' —(q[a aa;-a ])i=1 (4 4)
Continuing' in this way, one obtains an infinite coupled set of equations for k(8)—:q[tta ],q[a ga ], q[a
-a ],q[a aa;-a ], q[a a--a ], . . . .
Since all these quantities clearly have zero initial conditions, it then follows that their initial time rates of change, as
prese%bed by the above equations, are given in indeterminate form. For example,
d kq k2q[aa„]lnq[aa ]- or —q[aa ]— (4.5)q[a aa ] dt q[a tta ] at t~O.
For all other q s where a central group of a single a site, and several o. and - sites, are bordered on either side by an a
there are an infinite number of indeterminate terms. Most of these can be "paired" (denotedg below) as a rate k; times a
difference of reciprocals of q s, both with i a sites next to the a site [cf. the last term in (4.4)]. The form of the remain
ing te~s depends on the state of the adjacent pair of sites on either side of a and is thus completely enumerated by the
following:
d lnq[ . aaaaa. . . ]—
. aaaaa . . ]
q[ . . aa-aa. . .
k2 k2
+
. . . . . .
+
q[ aaaaa ] q[ . aaaaa . . ]
k1
+g,] q[ . aaaa ]
lnq[ . aaaa- ]-dt q[ ~ ~ aaaa- . ] k2 k)+ +q[. . . aaoa- . ] q[ . aaaa- ]
ko
] q[ aa-a- . ]
d k]lnq[ . -aaa- ]-
q[ -aaa- ]
k2 k)
+ +q[ ' ' ' -a&a- ' ] q[ -aaa- . . ]
koko
q[ ' ' -&-a- ] q[ . . -a-a- ' ] (4.6)
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lnq[ .ddt
lnq[ . .dt
lnq [ddt
2
naa- . ]-
q[ aau-
k)
-aa- . . ]-q[. . . -atz-
ko
.
-a- ]-q[. -a-. ]
k)
] q[. aaa-. ]+
k)
+
. ] q[ -«-. ]
+p as t~0 .
ko
q[ . -a-. ]
Here the dots indicate that the same configuration of cx
and - sites, bordered by an u, appears in each q.
It is clear that a choice of k's satisfying q -kt, as t +0, —
consistent with (4.6), is given by
q[ ~ . -a- ]—kot, q[ . «a . . ]-k2t,
(4.7)
q[ . . «-. ], q[ . . -aa ]-k~t .
Ftnally, returning to (4.5), we conclude that q[au ]—k&t
as t~0. This additional information allows us to con-
sistently treat the initial indeterminacy in the q hierarchy
under consideration here, thus obtaining a well-defined in-
itial value problem. It is worth noting that these hierar-
chy equations are also clearly consistent with the antici-
pated behavior q[aa ],q[a aa ], . . .~1 as t~ao.
Exact solution of these hierarchial equations to deter-
mine, e.g., A,(0)—:q[aa ], is not feasible because of their
complicated nonlinear structure. However, to obtain ap-
proximate solutions, one could apply an nth-order Marko-
vian approximation wherein q s with the same condition-
ing configuration within n sites of a are set equal (e.g., in
such an approximation q[aa ],q[tt —aa ],
q[a —-atz ], . . . would be set equal for n =2). The re-
sulting n =2 estimates of A(0) =q[aa ], shown in Fig. 6,
are quite accurate for moderate cooperativity (except near
0=1). We note, however, that better estimates of A, (0)
can be obtained from using the exact q[aaa], or better,
q[aaaa] (except for extremes of cooperativity and low
0).
This analysis is particularly significant, however, in
that it provides a direct demonstration that for k&&0,
A,(0)—:lim, f, +t If, exists as a well-behaved function
of 0, nonzero except when 0=0. It is also clear that the
origin of this behavior is the appearance of O(s ) creation
terms (proportional to k2) in the rate equation (3.4b) for
f, . (We can also conclude that if k2 —0, then
lim, f, +& If, —=0 for all 0; this case of noncoalescing
clusters is treated in detail in the following paper. ) As
we shall see in Sec. V this new-found insight can be used
to predict the asymptotic behavior of the filled cluster-size
distribution for other more complicated 1D filling pro-
cesses. Perhaps the most important aspect of this analysis
is that the basic technique extends to higher dimensions
(and even to other dynamic processes on lattices for which
hierarchial rate equations apply) to provide some funda-
mental insights into the characteristics of the distribution
of filled sites (see Appendix).
0, 8 V. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.2 0.4 0, 6 0. 8
FIG. 6. Asymptotic decay rate A, (9)=lim, „f,+, /f, as a
function of coverage 0, determined from exact calculation (—)
and second-order Markovian truncation ( —-), for filling with
NN cooperative effects with ko.k&.k2 —1:p:p (and various p,
shown). Termination of the dashed lines indicates that certain
probabilities in the Markovian truncation become unphysical at
these points.
Here we have solved the master equations (in hierarchi-
al form) to provide the first extensive, exact analytic in-
vestigation of the filled s-tuple and filled cluster-size dis-
tributions for a 1D irreversible, cooperative filling process
(specifically, monomer filling with NN cooperative effects
on an infinite, uniform lattice). The solution procedure,
as outlined by Plate et al., ' exploits shielding and cou-
pling features of the hierarchy specific to irreversibility.
Our calculations cover a sufficiently extensive range of
size, s, to clearly demonstrate the transition to (large s)
asymptotic exponential decay in the above distributions
(when all rates k; are nonzero). The analytic approach al-
lows natural investigation of the coverage or time depen-
dence of such quantities as the average cluster size and
asymptotic exponential decay rate A, (0). Further, it facili-
tates a second important component of this work, specifi-
cally, development of a novel approach for extracting
directly from the suitably recast hierarchial equations
asymptotic properties of the cluster-size distribution such
as the exponential decay rate A,(0).
Clearly, the asymptotic exponential decay in this model
is associated with the occurrence of O(s) gain terms in
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1nA(0) =k2 I (q [ . -e-a-a-a-a- ]) ' —1I .
0 8 I I & I I I I I
0 7-
I I I I I
P=1
0.432
I I
0.442
the filled s-tuple, f„rate equation. Thts occurs provided~ ~
2&0 so clusters can coalesce. More generally, for any
D irreversible filling model where "clusters" of size s can
be created by filling the gap between (coalescence of)
"clusters" of size s& and s2 (where s'+s2 —s —1 and
0(s& (s —1), analogous calculations suggest one still has
asymptotic exponential decay of the "cluster"-size dis
button Ltggett's arguments (see Introduction) support
this claim as they apply to filling with arbitrary range
cooperative effects and all rates nonzero. The following
results show that it has even more general validity.
For 1D monomer filling with NN blocking and
second-NN cooperative effects (so now the rates k; refer
to the number i =0, 1,2 of filled second-NN), clusters of
alternating empty and filled sites develop. We naturally
let f, (n, ) denote the probability of the configuration
oaoa . - oaoao or, equivalently, aoa . oaoa
(ooaoa. oaoaoo) where s a-filled sites appear. Here
clusters can either grow together in phase (i.e.,
oaoaoooaoa, where the center site will fill provid-
ed k2~0, i.e., coalescence can occur) or out of phase
i.e, - Oaoaooaoa - . , creating a permanent domain
boundary). " Exact hierarchial solution is again possi-
e, ' but since an empty 4-tuple (rather than pair) of
sites is required to shield, many more independent quanti-
ties exist and must be determined from exactly truncated
equations (specifically, q =f[o„+i]/f [o„]=e ', n )4;
1&j~,j2(4, 1&i~,i2, . &3). For k2&0, this model
does fit the above criteria for asymptotic exponential de
cay of f, and n, . This is confirmed from the results
shown in Fig. 7, obtained from a very extensive exact
truncation calculation. Furthermore, if f +& If,~k, (9)
as s ~~, then the analog of (4.3) becomes
7 I I I I I 1 ;10
0 0.1
~ 9/(1-20)
I I l I t I
0, 2 e 0.5 0.4 0, 5
FIG. 8. Average island size (without site weighting)
n„=0/f[aoo], as a function of coverage, for filling with NN
blockin g and second-NN cooperative effects with
ko.k~.k~ —1:p:p (and various p, shown). When p=0+, the
process occurs in three stages corresponding to filling of sites
where the number of filled second-NN is zero
(0&0&0—] -0.2746, n„= 1), one (0] & 0 & 02-0.3243,
n,„=0/0'), and two [0'(9 & 03-0.4011, n» —0(0&+0&
—0) ']. Since f"'[aoo]=f'"[oo]=1—29'", we have that
sat 0sat( 1 20sat) -1
The h &e behavior of the average cluster size without site
weighting, straightforwardly determined from
nav=O/f[aoo], with ffaoo] =f[oo] f—[ooo], —is shown
in Fig. 8. It is appropriate to recall the equivalence of
this process to 1D dimer filling with NN cooperative ef-
fects and note the compatibility of our results with those
from earlier simulations for 1D random dimer filling.
Finally, we note the applicability of the technique of
Sec. IV to higher-dimensional irreversible filling processes
(see Appendix) and anticipate that it will be useful for
consideration of a variety of other dynamic processes on
lattices.
Our model could be modified so that nucleation is
enhanced at (or confined to) a distribution of sites speci-
ied either defective or initially filled, making it similar to
those used to describe irreversible kinetic gelation (par-
ticularly if we consider bond rather than site filling). We
leave such considerations until later work, but note that
we expect the long-range connectivity transition of kinetic
gelation to be in a different universality class from that of
the filling processes considered here.
0.6-
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APPENDIX: IRREVERSIBLE COOPERATIVE
FILLING ON A 2D SQUARE LATTICE
FIG. 7. Ratios ~~ , +] /J, (—-) and n, +1 /n, (—) (for various 0,
shown), for filling with NN blocking and second-NN coopera-
tive effects with rates k0.k ~.k2 —1:p:p and p =—', 1, and 2.. 1 2 —2, 2.
Consider the irreversible filling of sites on a square lat-
tice with NN cooperative effects. Let k;, i =0, 1, . . . , 4,
denote the rates for filling sites with i (already) occupied
NN. Rate equations can be written down intuitively for
any subconfiguration probability. ' For example, using the
obvious notation for subconfigurations, one obtains
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0
dt f[a]=kof ooo +4k&f aoo +k2 2f aoa +4f aoo +4k3f aoa +k4f aoa (A 1)
0 0 0 0 0
f[a, ]=dt ';+. , 1
0 a a
kzf aoaJ +2k3f aoa~ +k4f aoaj
0 0
0
0 0 Q a a a
+2 k&f ooa, ~ +k2f aoa, ~ +2k2f ooa, & +k3f ooa, ~ +2k3f aoa, & +k&f aoa,
0 0 0 a a
(A2)
where a„here denotes a horizontal n-tuple of filled sites, and we have exploited various lattice group symmetries. Equa-
tion (A2) should be compared with (2.3).
If we define f, —:f[a, ), then again one can consider the behavior of f, +& lf, as s~co. We naturally start by writing
down the rate equation for q[ aa, ]=f, +&/f, and verify that its structure is compatible with the existence of a finite,
nonzero (except when 0=0) limit A,(0)= lim, q[aa, ]—:q[ao. ], say (cf. Sec. IV). This is seen to be the case since,
after taking the s —+ ~ limit, one obtains
d 1lnq[aa ]=k2 —1 —2(k2 —k4)dt " q[a„aa„]
a
a -o. a
q[a aa„]
a
+ (k& —2k3+ k&) —q a enq[a„aa„]
a
(A3)
where q[a ao.„]—:lim; J q[a;aaj],
q[o.„aa„],q
and q[a;aaj]=f[a;+&+J]If[a; a~], -
exist and are nonzero (except when 0=0), which is neces-
sary for finite, nonzero q [au ] to exist, comes from writ-
ing down equations for
a
q a;-o.) =f a;-a~
a
f[a, -a, ], . . . aq[a;au ],q
a
so (A4)
CX
cx -cx:—q A - cx q a
Support for the proposition that the limits
(assuming existence of, and appropriate convergence to,
these limits). Note that one can always factor these q's in
terms of those with a single a-(filled, conditioned) site,
e.g.,
and examining the i,j~~ limit. The resulting equations
involving new, more complex q s with infinite numbers of
filled conditioning sites and thus an infinite hierarchy are
generated in this fashion. Although the existence of well-
behaved solutions is difficult to prove rigorously, it seems
reasonable based on the structure of these equations and
particularly the capability to consistently handle the in-
determinacy in the initial slopes.
The quantities describing the distribution of lengths of
(horizontal) linear strings of filled sites are clearly the
n, =f[oa,o]=f, 2f, +&+f,+2. These, of—course, will
only reflect the distribution of cluster linear dimensions
for fairly compact contiguous clusters. Since our argu-
ments above indicate that f, +~ If,~l, (0) as shoo (com-
patible with Liggett s arguments described in the Intro-
duction' ), it follows that also n, +~ /n, ~A, (0) as s~ no.
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Thus for these nontrivial 2D filling processes, which are
not amenable to exact solution, we anticipate that this dis-
tribution decays like n, -IC(8)A,(8)' ' as s~ac. To ob-
tain estimates of A, (8), which ranges from zero to unity as
0 varies over this range, we could subject the above-
mentioned q-hierarchy equations to Markovian-type trun-
cation approximations. Of course, A,(8)—:9 for random
filling, and we expect that these Markovian-type approxi-
mations will give reasonable estimates for weakly or
moderately cooperative filling (cf. Sec. IV).
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